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ON COMPOSING ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONS

RADU LUPŞA AND DANA LUPŞA

Abstract. Asynchronous operations are very useful for actions that wait
for an external event or work for a long time, to avoid blocking the thread
that launches them. Unfortunately, whether they report their termination
via callbacks or via completing a future, composing several asynchronous
calls is difficult and error prone. The continuations mechanism (provided,
for example, in C# Task Parallel Library via ContinueWith()) offers lim-
ited support for scheduling a sequence of operations. In this paper we try
to improve this mechanism with better support for sequencing operations
and exceptions, and with support for conditionals and loops, while cover-
ing the specifics of a C++ implementation. The most recent version of our
source code is at [14].

1. Introduction

Asynchronous operations are operations that are started by a thread via a
function call, but that continue after the initiating call returns.

They are essential in exploiting the parallelism, either between the CPU
and the peripherals or external events, or between CPU cores.

Asyncronous communication and future objects are useful mechanisms to
tolerate high latencies and improve overall performance. Automatic continua-
tion and the mechanism used for updating result values can be used to further
increase applicability and performance in different application and deployment
scenarios [11] [15].

Research in the domain include: analysis of different strategies for updating
future objects[15], proposal for architectures to support asynchronous mes-
sages using future objects while preserving the separation between the logic
and the control aspects in the implementation [10], design for asynchronous
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stream generators, extending previous facilities [6], new framework to mimic
simple synchronous programming but able to achieve fullflow processing asyn-
chronously [4].

Combining several asynchronous operations to form a program is a difficult
task. The goal of this paper is to study how to create patterns similar to
structured programming. We try to improve the continuation mechanism with
better support for sequencing operations and exceptions, and with support for
conditionals and loops, while covering the specifics of a C++ implementation.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 reviews the mecha-
nisms available for getting the results for asynchronous operations. Section 3
discusses in more details the futures with continuation mechanisms. Section 4
describes the proposed framework allowing to combine simpler asynchronous
operations into a more complex ones in a way similar to structured program-
ming. The paper ends with conclusions.

2. Asynchronous operations result and chaininig

For any asynchronous operation, the caller needs to have some mechanism
allowing it find out when the asynchronous operation has finished, and to
retrieve any data produced by that asynchronous operation.

There are two basic mechanisms used by frameworks that offer asynchronous
operations:

callbacks: When the asynchronous operation ends, a callback provided
by the application is called.

futures: The call that initiates the asynchronous operation returns an
object (a future or something that can be used as such) that can be
polled by the application to find out if the asynchronous operation
ended and, possibly, to wait until the operation ends.

2.1. Callbacks. It should be noted that there are lots of ways in which various
libraries offer the callback mechanism. For some, the callback is given as an
argument to the function that starts the asynchronous operation, for others
the callback is registered ahead of time to be called when any operation of a
certain type completes. Also, for some libraries, the callback receives as an
argument the result of the just finished asynchronous operation; for others,
the callback is supposed to call some function to retrieve the asynchronous
operation result and also to free any resources associated to the asynchronous
operation.

Using callbacks is similar to goto-based programming. It is extremely flex-
ible and can be used to build structures like sequence, if-then-else, or loops,
but it is tedious and error-prone to use directly.
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Another issue with callbacks is that they execute sometimes on some thread
spawn by the library providing the asynchronous operations, and sometimes
from within functions of that library called by the application. In either case,
the thread on which the callback is called may hold some mutexes or may
have to do some more work inside the library after the callback returns. As
a result, there may be restrictions upon what library functions may be called
from within the callback; calling forbidden functions may lead to the call being
rejected, to a deadlock, or even to undefined behavior.

2.2. Futures. Futures were introduced by Liskov and Shrira [9]; they call
them promises. They are available in most mainstream languages and recom-
mended for asynchronous operations. Meyers [12] gives a very good explana-
tion of the futures mechanism in C++11/14, while [5] discusses various future
related issues and their approach in Kotlin.

Futures are better fit for structured programming mechanisms, and the main
pattern is to start several asynchronous operations, that will then proceed in
parallel, and then wait for all to finish and gather and using their results.

Having several operations executing one after another or one operation ex-
ecuting several times in a cycle requires however a thread that waits for the
future corresponding to the previous operation and then calls the next one.
This requires a thread that gets blocked.

3. Futures with continuations

The futures with continuations mechanism was introduced in C#/.NET
Task Parallel Library (TPL) [3], and is also available in Boost, in a C++
standard proposal [1] or in the stlab library[8].

Extending the futures mechanism with continuations in C++ standard li-
brary is a debated issue. There are proponents, like [13], which proposes this
as an extension to the basic C++ std::future mechanism. There are also
opponents, like [7], which argue that std::future should remain a simple,
wait-only type that serves a concrete purpose of synchronously waiting on po-
tentially asynchronous work and they find that it should not be extended with
continuations.

Basically, with futures with continuations, the asynchronous function re-
turns a future that will complete when the asynchronous operation completes.
However, beside the possibility to check whether the future has completed or
to wait for its completion, the caller can also set a callback to be called when
the future completes. The callback typically executes on some thread pool,
usually called an executor.

The basic feature of the future with continuation mechanism is that it decou-
ples the registering of the callback (the continuation) from the asynchronous
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call itself. With the classical callback mechanism, the callback is supplied as
an argument to the asynchronous call. With the future with continuation, the
asynchronous call returns a future — called Task in C# TPL — which can be
used in all 3 ways of getting the result from the asynchronous operation:

wait for completion: call Wait(),
poll: examine the IsCompleted property,
register a callback: call ContinueWith().

Decoupling of the callback (continuation) from the asynchronous operation
has several benefits.

First, the continuation is registered after the asynchronous operation is
started, at any convenient time for the caller. The classical callback needs to be
prepared beforehand and, in extreme cases, it might get executed even before
the control returns from the call that initiates the asynchronous operation.

Second, the classical callback executes on a thread controlled by the frame-
work providing the asynchronous operation. This usually poses some restric-
tions regarding which functions (especially, from the same framework) can be
called from within the callback; disobeying those restrictions may lead to calls
being rejected, deadlocks, or, in extreme cases, undefined behavior. The con-
tinuations, on the other side, execute on a thread in a thread pool provided
by the future with continuation framework; thus, no restrictions exist with
respect to which functions can be called from within the continuation.

Finally, continuations are more flexible, as their handling is independent of
the asynchronous operation. It is possible to add multiple continuations to the
same asynchronous operation (by calling ContinueWith() multiple times). It
is also possible to add a continuation that is to be invoked when all operations
from a set of asynchronous operations complete (by calling WhenAll()).

4. Composable asynchronous operations

The already existing mechanisms presented in the previous section evolved
in a bottom-up manner, being provided as-is, and to be used as the program-
mer sees fit.

In this paper, we try a more systematic approach: we examine how to write
an asynchronous function as a composition of smaller asynchronous functions.
The construction should thus be similar to the way a classical, sequential,
function is constructed by composing smaller functions.

So, our goal in this section is to create a framework allowing to compose
asynchronous functions in the classical programming structures: sequence,
conditional (if-then-else), and loop, as well as a try-catch mechanism. The
result of composing asynchronous functions should be a new asynchronous
function.
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At the same time, we want not to lose the possibility of executing the
asynchronous operations in parallel, when appropriate.

One trivial way to compose asynchronous functions is to treat them as syn-
chronous: just call the function and then wait for the asynchronous operation
to complete, blocking the execution of the current thread. This defeats the
purpose of asynchronous operations. It needs to create a potentially large
number of threads, and then, each time a thread blocks waiting for an asyn-
chronous operation, it must switch to a new thread. Creation of a thread and
switching from a thread to another are expensive operations because they in-
volve going through an operating system call. So, instead of blocking threads,
the finishing of each asynchronous operation needs to trigger a callback that
would call the function that launches the next asynchronous operation.

Finally, the framework must be a pure library, without needing any special
support from the programming language, such as coroutines. Coroutines are
indeed very useful for describing an asyncronous function that calls other
asynchronous function, and languages like C# and Python support this via
the async-await mechanism: the asynchronous function is declared async, so
that the compiler or interpreter knows it should be implemented as a coroutine,
and, when the function calls some other asyncrounous function, its coroutine
gets suspended until the called asynchronous operation completes, at which
time the coroutine resumes. This allows the programmer to write code almost
as if it were ordinary sequential code. However, some languages do not support
coroutines and, even though recent C++20 does, there are systems where, for
various reasons, upgrading to C++20 is not possible.

We choose C++ language for implementing the framework.

4.1. Basic building blocks. First, the basic building blocks will be asyn-
chronous functions. Each asynchronous function will return a future, that
completes when the asynchronous operation completes.

The future mechanism needs to allow the possibility to hook to a future a
callback that gets executed when the future completes.

4.2. Sequence. In a sequence of asynchronous calls, each asynchronous oper-
ation would start after the previous one finishes. The full sequence becomes an
asynchronous operation that completes when the last asynchronous operation
of the sequence completes.

The basic support for a sequence is the future with continuation mechanism,
described in section 3.
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The C# ContinueWith() operation, or its equivalent then() in the C++
standard proposal, takes a future, representing the result of a first asynchro-
nous operation, and a function and returns a future that will get the result of
the second operation.

However, looking at the continuation enqueueing operation from the com-
posability perspective, there are two aspects to be noticed.

First, the function for the second operation in the sequence takes as argu-
ment a future (a Task, in C#) instead of its value.

Second, the original ContinueWith() returns a future that completes when
the function passed as argument returns. This works if the continuation is a
synchronous function. However, if the function is asynchronous, the result of
ContinueWith() is a future that completes when the second operation starts.
The value of that future is a second (inner) future and its value is what the
user code is interested in. C# provides a function called Unwrap() that creates
and returns a future that completes when the inner future completes.

The C++ proposed then() function does the unwrap automatically, if the
continuation function returns a future.

As an example, consider an asynchronous function that looks up in some
database. For simplicity, let both the key and the value be of type int,
and that we want the asynchronous equivalent of a synchronous code like
lookup(lookup(k)). Then, the asynchronous version of lookup needs to be
declared as
Task<int> AsyncLookup(int)

and the usage would be
Task<int> result = AsyncLookup(k).

ContinueWith((Task<int> arg) => AsyncLookup(arg.Result)).

Unwrap()

The last Unwrap() is needed because the future returned ContinueWith()

completes when the second lookup starts. Its value is a second future, that
completes when the second lookup completes, and the value of that inner
future is the result of that second lookup — which is what we are interested
in.

Java’s CompletableFuture [2] offers two distinct functions for adding a
continuation to a future, thenApply() and thenCompose(), the first behaving
like C#’s ContinueWith() and the second like ContinueWith() followed by
Unwrap().

Standard C++ futures do not offer continuations, but there is a proposed
then() function on a future that does an automatic Unwrap() if and only
if the continuation function returns a future, thus being assumed to be an
asynchronous function.

The equivalent implementation of the double lookup above using the C++
standard proposal would be:
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std::experimental::future<int> result = AsyncLookup(k).

then([](std::experimental::future<int> arg) {

return AsyncLookup(arg.get());

});

We propose here some small modifications that, while mostly cosmetic, em-
phasize on composability. Our continuation enqueueing operation is declared
as:
template<typename R, typename Func, typename Arg>

Future<R>

addAsyncContinuation(Executor& executor, Func func, Future<Arg> fArg)

Aside from the explicit specification of the thread pool used for executing
the continuation (executor) and the fact that addAsyncContinuation() is a
stand-alone function (not a class member), the differences are that func takes
a simple value of type Arg (not Future<Arg>), and the returned Future<R>

completes when the asynchronous operation completes.
The above example becomes:

Future<int> tmp = AsyncLookup(k);

Future<int> result = addAsyncContinuation<int>(executor, AsyncLookup, tmp);

4.3. Conditional. Implementing an if-then-else can be done in a straight-
forward way even without framework support. An asynchronous function
implementing an if-then-else could have the following structure:
Future<int> conditional() {

Future<int> f1 = foo();

Future<int> f2 = addAsyncContinuation<int>(executor,

[](int v) -> Future<int> {

if(v>0) {

return thenFunc(v);

} else {

return elseFunc(v);

}

}, f1);

}

4.4. Loop. Creating a loop around an asynchronous function is the main con-
tribution of this paper. While the other structured programming constructs
are relatively easy to obtain from the continuation enqueueing operation, cre-
ating a loop is much harder.

The need for loops arise in many places. For example, consider reading and
parsing data coming via a connection. Suppose that reading bytes is provided
as an asynchronous operation. Also, suppose that one needs to implement
parsing as an asynchronous operation, that returns a parsed value (an integer,
or some more complex object). To obtain that, the parsing operation would
have a loop where it starts a read and, when the read completes, parses the
read data and, if not complete, starts a new read and repeats.
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As another example, handling a client from a server is also a loop where a
(parsed) request is read, the response is sent, and the cycle repeats until the
connection is closed or the request is to terminate the connection.

The basic loop construction needs a loop condition and a loop body.
Similarly with the case of the sequence, the body of the loop will be a

function that launches an asynchronous operation and returns a future.
The asynchronous operation for each iteration is started after the asynchro-

nous operation for the previous operation completes. Additionally, to pass
information from one iteration to the next, the function acting as the loop
body takes a value of some type and returns a future of the same type, whose
value is passed to the loop body for the next iteration.

For the loop condition, we will use a synchronous function, taking as the
value the value passed from one iteration to the next.

Putting all together, the result is a framework function declared as follows:

template<typename R, typename LoopFunc, typename PredicateFunc>

Future<R> executeAsyncLoop(Executor& executor, PredicateFunc loopingPredicate,

LoopFunc loopFunc, R const& startValue)

The startValue argument is the initial value to be checked by the predicate
function and to be passed to the loop body function for the first iteration.
Consequently, executeAsyncLoop() creates an asynchronous function, taking
a value — that is passed as the initial value for the loop body — and returning
a future — that completes when the loop ends and receiving the returned value
from the last iteration.

The following is a simple example of how a loop can be created. The
function delayedResult() returns a future that is completed with the value
given as the last argument after a time given as the second argument (1000)
after it starts. The loop will thus count up to 10 with each step taking the
given amount of time.

Future<int> f = executeAsyncLoop<int>(executor,

[](int v)->bool {return v < 10;},

[&alarmClock](int const& v)->Future<int> {

return delayedResult(alarmClock, 1000, v + 1); },

0);

To test in a slightly more realistic scenario, a small demonstrative server was
implemented. The server repeatedly reads two integers (as sequences of digits)
and responds with their sum. Below is a small excerpt that demonstrates the
usage of the asynchronous loop:

Future<bool> executeOneRequest() {

Future<int> fa = m_reader.readInt();

Future<int> fb = addAsyncContinuation<int>(*m_pExecutor,

[this](int a)->Future<int> {

if(a > 0) return m_reader.readInt();
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return completedFuture<int>(0);

}, fa);

Future<bool> result = addAsyncContinuation<bool>(*m_pExecutor,

[this,fa](int b) -> Future<bool> {

if(fa.get() > 0) {

int sum = fa.get() + b;

std::shared_ptr<std::string> pSumStr =

std::make_shared<std::string>(std::to_string(sum) + "\n");

return m_pSocket->send(pSumStr);

} else {

return completedFuture<bool>(false);

}

}, fb);

return result;

}

Future<bool> run() {

return executeAsyncLoop<bool>(*m_pExecutor,

[](bool b){return b;},

[this](bool b){return executeOneRequest();},

true);

}

The the function executeOneRequest() launches an asynchronous oper-
ation that reads two integers over the socket and sends back their sum. It
uses in turn other asynchronous functions for receiving and for sending data
over the socket (readInt() and send()). The function immediately returns
a boolean future that completes with true after the sum has been sent. The
future completes with false if the client closes the connection or if an error
occurs. Then, the run() function does the complete handling of a client: it
returns a future that completes when the handling of the client is over (either
because the client disconnects or because an error occurs.

The pattern solved by the executeAsyncLoop() is thus repeatedly calling
an asynchronous operation that pulls data from a source (a connection, for
instance) or pushes data into a sink.

Obtaining the same effect without executeAsyncLoop() is possible, but
tedious. The implementation of the function run() from above, with C#
TPL, would be (a helper function, loopBody(), is needed):

void loopBody(TaskCompletionSource result) {

Task.Factory.StartNew(executeOneRequest)

.ContinueWith((Task<bool> execResult) => {

if(execResult.Result) loopBody(result);

else result.SetResult();

}

}
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Task run() {

TaskCompletionSource ret = new TaskCompletionSource();

loopBody(ret);

return ret;

}

One difficulty that should be noted about this example is that there are a
lot of shared pointers. They are needed because of the asynchronous nature of
the code. The actual functions usually only do some setup, so local variables
will be long gone when the actual computation happens. Note that this is not
a characteristic of the framework, but rather a common issue of asynchronous
functions.

4.5. Exceptions. In regular programming, exceptions provide a mechanism
for easily exiting from the structures.

Providing the same mechanism for asynchronous programming requires sev-
eral elements which we will present below.

First, the futures can complete in two modes: with a value or with an
exception.

Next, the sequence stops if a step completes with an exception. The next
steps are skipped, but the sequence result completes with the same exception.
Concretely, this means that, for addAsyncContinuation(), if the future given
as argument completes with an exception, the returned future completes with
that exception without the function argument being called.

Note that this behavior is quite distinct from what C# TPL is doing. In
C#, if a Task completes with an exception and its continuations are set to
execute only on normal completion, then the continuations resulting Tasks
complete as canceled. This means that, in order to get the exception, one
needs to examine the Task corresponding to the failed operation; subsequent
Tasks have no information on the exception.

Similarly to addAsyncContinuation(), for executeAsyncLoop(), if the
body completes with an exception, the loop stops and the future returned
by executeAsyncLoop() completes with that exception.

Finally, the equivalent of the try-catch mechanism is also needed. Our
framework provides a function declared as

template<typename T, typename CatchFunc>

Future<T>

catchAsync(Executor& executor, CatchFunc catchFunc, Future<T> value);

Its catchFunc argument must be an asynchronous function taking an
std::exception ptr and returning Future<T> and gets the role of the catch
block. The semantic of catchAsync() is the following:

• It immediately returns a future;
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• If value completes normally, the future returned from catchAsync()

completes with the same value;
• If value completes with an exception, catchFunc() is called with
that exception as argument and the future returned by catchAsync()
will complete with the value (or exception) returned (respectively
thrown) by catchFunc().

Using exceptions, the small server of the previous section can be re-written
in a simpler way, eliminating the repeated checks that the state of handling
the client is still normal, and instead relying on the “fast exit” mechanism of
the exceptions:

Future<bool> executeOneRequest() {

Future<int> fa = m_reader.readInt();

Future<int> fb = addAsyncContinuation<int>(*m_pExecutor,

[this](int a)->Future<int> {

if(a < 0) {

throw Flag::client_disconnected;

}

return m_reader.readInt();

}, fa);

Future<bool> result = addAsyncContinuation<bool>(*m_pExecutor,

[this,fa](int b) -> Future<bool> {

if(b < 0) {

throw Flag::invalid_input;

}

int sum = fa.get() + b;

std::shared_ptr<std::string> pSumStr =

std::make_shared<std::string>(std::to_string(sum)+"\n");

return m_pSocket->send(pSumStr);

}, fb);

return result;

}

5. Conclusions

We developed, and presented here, a framework for using the futures with
continuations mechanism in a way very similar to the classical, structured
style, programming. This way, programs using asynchronous calls look rea-
sonably similar to regular programs, and this is probably the best that can
be achieved without language support like coroutines. Its central point is the
asynchronous loop mechanism.

As a limitation, the lifetimes of the variables are not very obvious, and
shared pointers are required almost everywhere because of this. This is not
a limitation of the framework per se, but a result of the asynchronous work
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model. A study of possible improvements in this area may come as a future
work.

Yet another future direction would be to attempt to use the looping mecha-
nism to produce or to consume a stream of values, in the reactive programming
style.
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